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THE DEFINITIVE EDITION • Discovered in the attic in which she spent the last years of her life, Anne Frank’s remarkable
diary has since become a world classic—a powerful reminder of the horrors of war and an eloquent testament to the
human spirit. Updated for the 75th Anniversary of the Diary’s first publication with a new introduction by Nobel
Prize–winner Nadia Murad “The single most compelling personal account of the Holocaust ... remains astonishing and
excruciating.”—The New York Times Book Review In 1942, with Nazis occupying Holland, a thirteen-year-old Jewish girl
and her family fled their home in Amsterdam and went into hiding. For the next two years, until their whereabouts were
betrayed to the Gestapo, they and another family lived cloistered in the “Secret Annex” of an old office building. Cut off
from the outside world, they faced hunger, boredom, the constant cruelties of living in confined quarters, and the everpresent threat of discovery and death. In her diary Anne Frank recorded vivid impressions of her experiences during this
period. By turns thoughtful, moving, and amusing, her account offers a fascinating commentary on human courage and
frailty and a compelling self-portrait of a sensitive and spirited young woman whose promise was tragically cut short.
This book provides an innovative analysis and interpretation of the overall trajectory of the Western European radical left
from 1989 to 2015. After the collapse of really existing communism, this party family renewed itself and embarked on a
recovery path, seeking to fill the vacuum of representation of disaffected working-class and welfarist constituencies
created by the progressive neoliberalisation of European societies. The radical left thus emerged as a significant factor
of contemporary political life but, despite some electoral gains and a few recent breakthroughs (SYRIZA in Greece,
PODEMOS in Spain), it altogether failed to embody a credible alternative to neoliberalism and to pave the way for a turn
to a different developmental model. This book investigates why this was the case, combining aggregate (17 countries),
case study (Germany, Italy, and France), and comparative methods. It accurately charts the evolution of the nature,
strength, cohesion, and influence of the Western European radical left, offering new insights in explaining its behaviour,
success, and limits. It is essential reading for scholars, students, and activists interested in the radical left and in
contemporary European politics.
What is Eastern Europe and why is it so culturally and politically separate from the rest of Europe? In Long Awaited
West, Stefano Bottoni considers what binds these countries together in an increasingly globalized world. Focusing on
economic and social policies, Bottoni explores how Eastern Europe developed and, more importantly, why it remains so
distant from the rest of the continent. He argues that this distance arises in part from psychological divides which have
only deepened since the global economic crisis of 2008, and provides new insight into Eastern Europe's significance as
it finds itself located - both politically and geographically - between a distracted European Union and Russia's increased
aggressions.
Finalist for the Pulitzer Prize • Winner of the Council on Foreign Relations Arthur Ross Book Award • One of the New
York Times' Ten Best Books of the Year “Impressive . . . Mr. Judt writes with enormous authority.” —The Wall Street
Journal “Magisterial . . . It is, without a doubt, the most comprehensive, authoritative, and yes, readable postwar history.”
—The Boston Globe Almost a decade in the making, this much-anticipated grand history of postwar Europe from one of
the world's most esteemed historians and intellectuals is a singular achievement. Postwar is the first modern history that
covers all of Europe, both east and west, drawing on research in six languages to sweep readers through thirty-four
nations and sixty years of political and cultural change-all in one integrated, enthralling narrative. Both intellectually
ambitious and compelling to read, thrilling in its scope and delightful in its small details, Postwar is a rare joy. Judt's
book, Ill Fares the Land, republished in 2021 featuring a new preface by bestselling author of Between the World and Me
and The Water Dancer, Ta-Nehisi Coates.
Memoirs 1950-1963
From Memel to Barbarossa
Report on Sino-Soviet Conflict and Its Implications Together with Hearings, Pursuant to H. Res. 84
The Radical Left Party Family in Western Europe, 1989-2015
The Cold War
The SAGE Handbook of Conflict Resolution

The following study is primarily concerned with the unifying and destructive forces that affected the AngloAmerican relationship between 1938 and 1944, as those involved searched for a strategic solution to the war in
Europe. President Franklin D. Roosevelt and Prime Minister Winston Churchill's methods of leadership are
compared and their personal relationship investigated. Anglo-American tensions are disclosed and assessed
with regard to clandestine warfare, special operations and rearming the French and operation ANVIL, the
invasion of southern France, is examined for its role in the Anglo-American strategic conflict.
The book is a tribute to Johan Jorgen Holst, Norway's late Minister of Foreign Affairs. It considers the
outstanding issues of our time: the high politics of East/West confrontation and the post-Cold War readjustment
in Europe. Holst contributed significant ideas to the handling of these issues. Though representing merely a
small state, Johan Holst's mastery of the subject-matter and authoritative personal presence gave him an
influential voice in high-level discourse on Western policy during more than two decades.
Northern European Overture to War offers an international perspective on the diplomatic and military factors
that shaped the course of events in Northern Europe as the region became increasingly drawn into the wider
great power war.
“The material contained in this book is drawn from lectures, some of which were delivered in 1957-1958 in the
schools at Oxford University, others — in the spring of 1960 — at Harvard University... This is a study of the
relationship between the Soviet Union and the major Western countries, from the inception of the Soviet regime
in 1917 to the end of World War II. It is not intended as a chronological account of the happenings in this phase
of diplomatic history, but rather as a series of discussions of individual episodes or problems.” — George F.
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Kennan, Russia and the West Under Lenin and Stalin Kennan describes the diplomatic dilemmas that grew out
of ignorance and mutual distrust, beginning with the Allied intervention in Russia in 1918, through World War I,
the Versailles conference, Stalin’s bloody purges of 1934-1938, the Soviet-German Nonaggression Pact of 1939,
the end of World War II, and the meeting in Yalta between Churchill, Stalin, and Roosevelt. “It is not often that a
book as instructive as this one manages at the same time to be so engrossing that it is bound to keep even
general readers fascinated long past their bedtimes. The book’s message is a stern one; the pleasure in reading
it derives from the elegant and yet fresh prose style that is one of the many gifts of [the author who] is an artist
as well as an experienced diplomat; a moralist as well as a consummate historian. With superb felicity and
grace, he here unfolds a historical narrative rich in prophetic judgments — prophetic in the Biblical sense of the
word. Not everyone, of course, will agree with all of Mr. Kennan’s conclusions, but there is so much that is
useful in this volume that even those who have reservations about one or another of the judgments in it will
welcome it warmly as a significant contribution in several ways.” — Marshall D. Shulman, The New York Times
“Superbly concise, meaty, and lucid. It surveys the whole fascinating, involved drama of Communism’s rise to
world power.” — Newsweek “Every adult American ought to read it.” — William L. Shirer “Surely one of the most
important books since the end of the last war... an over-all view that transcends the provinciality of so much of
our foreign policy and embraces the whole immense area from Washington to Peking.” —The New Yorker “An
important, a disturbing, a deeply moving book.” — New York Herald Tribune Book Review “Not only Mr.
Kennan’s finest book, but also the best that has been written on Russia in this century.” — Sir Robert Bruce
Lockhart “In this absorbing and eloquent book... Mr. Kennan reviews with much perception and sensitivity the
ragged course of relations between the Soviet Union and the West from 1917 to 1945. While there is much in
Western understanding and action to be criticized in the early years, during the inter-war period and during
World War II, Mr. Kennan is keenly aware of the intense hostility of the Communist stance which exacerbated all
problems.” — Foreign Affairs “Kennan, a fine writer as well as historian and diplomat, has made a magnificent
attempt to put into order the chaotic relations between Russia and the West from the Communist Revolution to
the end of World War II... A most important book, deserving the widest possible readership.” — Kirkus “[A]
remarkable ‘best-seller.’ This fact is a tribute to both the author and the subject with which he deals. It is
superfluous to comment on Mr. Kennan’s authority or on the brilliance of his lucid prose, which are again in
evidence in this work. It is a volume not easily put aside as a mere purveyor of information; it solicits judgments
and proffers them lavishly, inviting agreement or dissent.” — Slavic Review “[A] valuable volume. It is full of
flashes of insight, into both Soviet and Western attitudes and policies, and it reveals the painful dilemmas
Wilson, Roosevelt, and other Western leaders faced in dealing with this new state and system.” — The Slavic and
East European Journal
War Experience, Changing Security Concepts, and Research and Education
Foreign Agriculture Circular: May 8, 1956 (Classic Reprint)
An Encyclopedia
Themes in Modern European History, 1890-1945
War Bulletin ...
American Foreign Relations Since 1600
Rather than mark the end of conflict, the end of World War II began a half century of ideological, political,
military, economic struggles, and many with century-old antecedents. This work brings together in encyclopedic
format most of the major events of the last half century that can be classified as conflict. While war is the
ultimate conflict, the volume includes assassinations, coups, insurgency, terrorism, massacres, and genocide. It
provides detailed information on the people, places and events that have produced conflict and its resolution
since 1945. Many entries trace the antecedents of events back through history to illustrate continuity and
change. The troubled Middle East and Africa, for instance, are seen today as the result of tensions that have
developed over decades, of colonialism, exploitation, and ethno-religious antagonism. The reader will be able to
understand the backgrounds of the individual players and gain a better understanding of why conflicts occur
and how they can be resolved.
When this book was first published in 1960 The New York Timescommented: "[Mr.] Brzezinski...is uniquely
qualified to sift the scattered and often seemingly contradictory data on this subject...the volume is marked by
unusual insight, richness of information, and stimulating thought." Mr. Brzezinski who is on leave from his post
as Professor and Director of the Research Institute on Communist Affairs, Columbia University serving on State
Department's Policy Planning Council, has revised and updated his important study wherever necessary and
added three new chapters on recent developments. He gives particular attention to the Sino-Soviet dispute.
Volume 1 deals with international crimes. It contains several significant contributions on the theoretical and
doctrinal aspects of ICL which precede the five chapters addressing some of the major categories of
international crimes. The first two chapters address: the sources and subjects of ICL and its substantive
contents. The other five chapters address: Chapter 3: The Crime Against Peace and Aggression (The Crime
Against Peace and Aggression: From its Origins to the ICC; The Crime of Aggression and the International
Criminal Court); Chapter 4: War Crimes, Crimes Against Humanity & Genocide (Introduction to International
Humanitarian Law; Penal Aspects of International Humanitarian Law; Non-International Armed Conflict and
Guerilla Warfare; Mercenarism and Contracted Military Services; Customary International Law and Weapons
Control; Genocide; Crimes Against Humanity; Overlaps, Gaps, and Ambiguities in Contemporary International
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Humanitarian Law, Genocide, and Crimes Against Humanity); Chapter 5: Crimes Against Fundamental Human
Rights (Slavery, Slave-Related Practices, and Trafficking in Persons; Apartheid; International Prohibition of
Torture; The Practice of Torture in the United States: September 11, 2001 to Present); Chapter 6: Crimes of
Terror-Violence (International Terrorism; Kidnapping and Hostage Taking; Terrorism Financing; Piracy;
International Maritime Navigation and Installations on the High Seas; International Civil Aviation); Chapter 7:
Crimes Against Social Interest (International Control of Drugs; Challenges in the Development of International
Criminal Law: The Negotiations of the United Nations Convention Against Transnational Organized Crime and
the United Nations Convention Against Corruption; Transnational Organized Crime; Corruption of Foreign
Public Officials; International Criminal Protection of Cultural Property; Criminalization of Environmental
Protection).
This anthology provides insight and observations on the importance of the Eurasia region, including Russia and
other countries of the former USSR. The articles that make up this work provide a detailed description of
regional realities, including a contextual discussion of the current Ukraine situation, viewed through the prism of
Russia's traditional military-strategic culture. As with all countries in the Eurasian region, Russia's traditional
strategic interests play a critical role in the geopolitical and socio-cultural situation in that region. The anthology
was created for the Army University Press, but goes beyond the obvious military strategic nexus and seeks to
identify new spaces for consideration by planners and policymakers alike.
Consumed by War: European Conflict in the 20th Century
Theory and Evidence: Intellectual Odyssey III
Allies in Conflict
The Second World War
Johan Jørgen Holst, the Cold War and the New Europe
Long Awaited West
Designed as a companion to Garland's The United States in the First World War, this alphabeticallyarranged encyclopedia provides some 600 detailed entries on such subjects as the causes of the conflict,
major battles and campaigns, weapons systems, diplomatic efforts to stop the slaughter, the shortsighted and ultimately disastrous peace terms, and a host of other subjects including art and literature.
Also provides essays on each of the countries involved in the conflict and biographies of important figures
in the war, as well as some who were affected by it and would later play a crucial role in history, including
de Gaulle, Hitler, Mussolini, and Stalin. Includes ample references and a subject index. Annotation
copyright by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
In the years following World War II the health and well-being of the nation was of primary concern to the
British government. The essays in this collection examine the relationship between health and stress in
post-war Britain through a series of carefully connected case studies.
Trace the epic history of World War 2 across the globe with more than 70 detailed maps. In this stunning
visual history book, custom maps tell the story of the Second World War from the rise of the Axis powers
to the dropping of the atom bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Each map is rich with detail and graphics,
helping you to chart the progress of key events of World War II on land, sea, and air, such as the Dunkirk
evacuation, the attack on Pearl Harbor, the D-Day landings, and the siege of Stalingrad. Historical maps
from both Allied and Axis countries also offer unique insights into the events. There are timelines to help
you follow the story as it unfolds, while narrative overviews explain the social, economic, political, and
technical developments at the time. Fascinating, large-scale pictures introduce topics such as the
Holocaust, blitzkrieg, kamikaze warfare, and code-breaking. Written by a team of historians in consultation
with Richard Overy, World War II Map by Map examines how the deadliest conflict in history changed the
face of our world. It is perfect for students, general readers, and military history enthusiasts.
Between the 1930s and the 1950s rural life in Europe underwent profound changes, partly as a result of
the Second World War, and partly as a result of changes which had been in progress over many years.
This book examines a range of European countries, from Scandinavia to Spain and Ireland to Hungary,
during this crucial period, and identifies the common pressures to which they all responded and the
features that were unique to individual countries. In particular, it examines the processes of agricultural
development over western Europe as a whole, the impact of the war on international trading patterns, the
relationships between states and farmers, and the changing identities of rural populations. It presents a
bold attempt to write rural history on a European scale, and will be of interest not only to historians and
historical geographers, but also to those interested in the historical background to the Common
Agricultural Policy of the European Union, to which the changes discussed here provided a dramatic
prologue.
A Post-cold War History
The U.S. Army in Europe, 1951-1962
Themes in Modern European History 1890-1945
Analogies at War
A History of Europe Since 1945
Six Days
This book, first published in 1989, is the first general study of Communism in Mediterranean Europe during and immediately
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after the war. It sheds light on the origins of Europe’s Cold War East-West divide and probes the common and conflicting
interests of the Soviet Union with the separate national and Communist resistance movements. It explores controversial issues
including Stalin’s intentions in post-war diplomacy, Communist attitudes to Nazi collaboration in France, and the origins of the
Cold War. The decade following the outbreak of the war saw the transformation of society through armed conflict, national
resistance and political revolution. The relationship between resistance to Fascism and occupation, on the one hand, and
profound social and political changes on the other, was especially marked in southern Europe. In France and Italy, Communist
parties emerged as prominent participants in post-war governments; in Yugoslavia the Communist partisans seized full power and
effected a social revolution; while a similar attempt in Greece led to a long and bitter civil war.
From World War I to Operation Desert Storm, American policymakers have repeatedly invoked the "lessons of history" as they
contemplated taking their nation to war. Do these historical analogies actually shape policy, or are they primarily tools of political
justification? Yuen Foong Khong argues that leaders use analogies not merely to justify policies but also to perform specific
cognitive and information-processing tasks essential to political decision-making. Khong identifies what these tasks are and shows
how they can be used to explain the U.S. decision to intervene in Vietnam. Relying on interviews with senior officials and on
recently declassified documents, the author demonstrates with a precision not attained by previous studies that the three most
important analogies of the Vietnam era--Korea, Munich, and Dien Bien Phu--can account for America's Vietnam choices. A
special contribution is the author's use of cognitive social psychology to support his argument about how humans analogize and
to explain why policymakers often use analogies poorly.
This book is designed to present a fully developed theory of international crisis and conflict, along with substantial evidence of
these two closely related phenomena. The book begins with a discussion of these topics at a theoretical level, defining and
elaborating on core concepts: international crisis, interstate conflict, severity, and impact. This is followed by a discussion of the
international system, along with two significant illustrations, the Berlin Blockade crisis (1948) and the India-Pakistan crisis over
Kashmir (1965-66). The book then presents a unified model of crisis, focusing on the four phases of an international crisis, which
incorporate the four periods of foreign policy crises for individual states. Findings from thirteen conflicts representing six
regional clusters are then analyzed, concluding with a set of hypotheses and evidence on conflict onset, persistence, and
resolution.
Text no. 1: The variety of topics covered & the quality of the contributors make these two volumes a necessary part of any law
library in the world. The essays are designed to overlap in the well-tested & established fields & branches of law dealing with
contemporary issues which lawyers, diplomats, political scientists, politicians & research scholars are familiar with. The essays
fully demonstrate the depth of knowledge of the eminent professors & specialists who have written them. The two volumes of
essays are divided into seven parts. Volume One, entitled Contemporary International Law & Human Rights , focuses essentially
on subjects relating to International Law & is divided into three sections. Part one of the first volume encompasses Topics in
International Law such as Some New Thoughts on the Codification of International Law by his Excellency Judge Roberto Ago;
Evidence in the Procedure of the International Court of Justice: The Role of the Court by His Excellency Judge Manfred Lachs;
The Validity of International Law: an Empirical Experiment by Professor Georg Schwarzenberger, with a particularly engaging
& incisive Introduction to the two volumes of Essays by Professor Ian Brownlie, Q.C. Human rights subjects still hold pride of
place in the thinking of many legal experts & scholars & that is clearly reflected here. The title of the second volume is African
Law & Comparative Public Law. Part Five of the essays contains topics of interest in the African Legal system which has its roots
in the British Common Law System. Constitutional Law is broadly covered in part six which forms a section of its own in Volume
Two. Text no. 2: This Festschrift pays tribute to Judge Taslim Olawale Elias, the leading African exponent of International Law
to date. The two volumes of essays are divided into seven parts. The first volume focuses essentially on subjects relating to
International Law & is divided into three sections. Part one of the first volume encompasses Topics in International Law such as
Some New Thoughts on the Codification of International Law by His Excellency Judge Roberto Ago; Evidence in the Procedure
of the International Court of Justice: The Role of the Court by His Excellency Jugde Manfred Lachs; The Validity of
International Law: an Empirical Experiment by Professor Georg Schwarzenberger, with a particularly engaging & incisive
Introduction to the two volumes of Essays by Professor Ian Brownlie, Q.C. Human Rights subjects still hold the pride of place in
the thinking of many legal experts & scholars which is clearly reflected here. The title of the second volume is African Law &
Comparative Public Law. Part five of the essays contains topics of interest in African Legal system which took its roots from the
British Common Law System. Constitutional Law is bloadly covered in part six which forms a section of its own in volume two.
Quite apart from the variety of topics covered in this festschrift, the quality of the contributors to it, makes the whole exercise a
necessary part of an important collection of any law library in the world. The framework of the essays suggest that they are
designed to overlap in the well-tested & established field of law & those branches of law dealing with contemporary issues which
lawyers, diplomats, political scientists, politicians & research scholars are familiar with. The richness of the festschrift is matched
only by the mutually reinforcing manner in which the presentation was made. The essays fully demonstrate the depth of
knowledge of the eminent professors & specialists wh
An Encyclopedic Dictionary of Conflict and Conflict Resolution, 1945-1996
War in the Modern Great Power System
Air Force Combat Units of World War II
Memoirs 1925-1950
Korea, Munich, Dien Bien Phu, and the Vietnam Decisions of 1965
Stress in Post-War Britain
Reviews Sino-Soviet ideological and border disputes and their possible impact on U.S. policy and military objectives in Vietnam.
One of The New York Times Book Review’s 10 Best Books of the Year Winner of the Los Angeles Times Book Prize (History) The Sleepwalkers:
How Europe Went to War in 1914 is historian Christopher Clark’s riveting account of the explosive beginnings of World War I. Drawing on new
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scholarship, Clark offers a fresh look at World War I, focusing not on the battles and atrocities of the war itself, but on the complex events and
relationships that led a group of well-meaning leaders into brutal conflict. Clark traces the paths to war in a minute-by-minute, action-packed
narrative that cuts between the key decision centers in Vienna, Berlin, St. Petersburg, Paris, London, and Belgrade, and examines the decades of
history that informed the events of 1914 and details the mutual misunderstandings and unintended signals that drove the crisis forward in a few short
weeks. Meticulously researched and masterfully written, Christopher Clark’s The Sleepwalkers is a dramatic and authoritative chronicle of
Europe’s descent into a war that tore the world apart.
Excerpt from Foreign Agriculture Circular: May 8, 1956 Prior to World War II the United States' production of tallow and greases accounted for
about one-third of the estimated world output. U.s. Pro diction rose sharply during the war, tapered off somewhat in the immediate postwar years,
and then increased gradually to a record billion pounds in 1955. European production of tallow and grease has continued to recover from the effects
of the war and is currently well above prewar levels. Other important tallow producing countries are Canada, Mexico, Argentina, Brazil, Colombia,
Uruguay, Australia, and New Zealand. Except for the United States, only Australia and New Zealand are important as net ex porters today. Argentina
was the largest exporter of tallow in the 1935-39 period, and through 1918 was a major supplier. Since then Argen tina's exports have been at a sharply
reduced rate. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at
www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the
original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully;
any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
A masterful and comprehensive chronicle of World War II, by internationally bestselling historian Antony Beevor. Over the past two decades,
Antony Beevor has established himself as one of the world's premier historians of WWII. His multi-award winning books have included Stalingrad
and The Fall of Berlin 1945. Now, in his newest and most ambitious book, he turns his focus to one of the bloodiest and most tragic events of the
twentieth century, the Second World War. In this searing narrative that takes us from Hitler's invasion of Poland on September 1st, 1939 to V-J day
on August 14, 1945 and the war's aftermath, Beevor describes the conflict and its global reach -- one that included every major power. The result is a
dramatic and breathtaking single-volume history that provides a remarkably intimate account of the war that, more than any other, still commands
attention and an audience. Thrillingly written and brilliantly researched, Beevor's grand and provocative account is destined to become the definitive
work on this complex, tragic, and endlessly fascinating period in world history, and confirms once more that he is a military historian of the first rank.
Forging the Shield
How Europe Went to War in 1914
Northern European Overture to War, 1939-1941
A Draft International Criminal Code and Draft Statute for an International Criminal Tribunal
Resistance and Revolution in Mediterranean Europe 1939–1948
Anglo-American Strategic Negotiations, 1938-44
Themes in European History treats in thematic fashion a period of great change and upheaval in Europe. A
collection of twelve essays by five leading historians, this textbook: * highlights important
developments and changes that occurred * sets these changes in their social and cultural context as well
as in the political framework * concentrates on the most important powers in Europe * vompletes each
essay with suggestions for further reading to guide your students into continuing their research.
Whereas other textbooks of this period focus on the political events, Themes in Modern European History
uses a comparative history of institutions and societies, with emphasis on the cultural changes as well.
Students are provided with the whole picture of events and are made aware of the wider consequences of
the changes taking place - enabling them to understand all aspects of the dramatic transformation of
Europe from 1890-1945.
Chronicles American foreign relations literature from colonial times to the present, with updated
material on post World-War II.
This illustrated book that includes tables, charts, and maps primarily discusses the role of USAREUR (US
Army Europe) in rearming and training the new German Army which was perhaps the Army's single greatest
contribution toward maintaining security in Western Europe. Likewise, the relationship between American
soldiers and their French and West German hosts evolved over time and is a critical element in telling
the story of the US Army in Europe.
This book provides a comprehensive analysis of the foundations of the European integration process
through the lenses of the three major European powers: France, Germany, and Britain. It shows the
predicaments, but also the potential the European integration process has for the future against the
background of its foundation history.
International Criminal Law, Volume 1 Sources, Subjects and Contents
A Guide to the Literature
A Converging Post-War European Discourse
Sino-Soviet Conflict
How the 1967 War Shaped the Middle East
War, Agriculture, and Food

'The SAGE Handbook of Conflict Resolution demonstrates the range of themes that
constitute modern conflict resolution. It brings out its key issues, methods and dilemmas
through original contributions by leading scholars in a dynamic and expanding field of
inquiry. This handbook is exactly what it sets out to be: an indispensable tool for
teaching, research and practice in conflict resolution' - Peter Wallensteen, Professor of
Peace and Conflict Research, Uppsala University and University of Notre Dame 'Bercovitch,
Kremenyuk and Zartman are among the most important figures in the conflict resolution
field. They have pieced together, with the help of more than 35 colleagues from numerous
countries, a state-of-the-art review of the sources of international conflict, available
methods of conflict management, and the most difficult challenges facing the individuals
and organizations trying to guide us through these conflict-ridden times. The collection
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is brimming with penetrating insights, trenchant analyses, compelling cases, and
disciplined speculation. They help us understand both the promise of as well as the
obstacles to theory-building in the new field of conflict resolution' - Lawrence
Susskind, Professor and Director of the MIT - Harvard Public Disputes Program 'The last
three sentences of this persuasive book: "We conclude this volume more than ever
convinced that conflict resolution is not just possible or desirable in the current
international environment. It is absolutely necessary. Resolving conflicts and making
peace is no longer an option; it is an intellectual and practical skill that we must all
posses." If you are part of that "we," intellectually or professionally, you will find
this book a superb companion' - Thomas C Schelling, Professor Emeritus, Harvard
University and University of Maryland Conflict resolution is one of the fastest-growing
academic fields in the world today. Although it is a relatively young discipline, having
emerged as a specialized field in the 1950's, it has rapidly grown into a self-contained,
vibrant, interdisciplinary field. The SAGE Handbook of Conflict Resolution brings
together all the conceptual, methodological and substantive elements of conflict
resolution into one volume of over 35 specially commissioned chapters. The Handbook is
designed to reflect where the field is today by drawing on the contributions of experts
from different fields presenting, in a systematic way, the most recent research and
practice. Jacob Bercovitch is Professor of International Relations, and Fellow of the
Royal Society, at the University of Canterbury in Christchurch, New Zealand. Victor
Kremenyuk is deputy director of the Institute for USA and Canada Studies, Russian Academy
of Sciences, Moscow. He is also a research associate at IIASA. I. William Zartman is
Jacob Blaustein Professor of Conflict Resolution and International Organization at the
Nitze School of Advanced International Studies of Johns Hopkins University
George F. Kennan’s second volume of memoirs is Memoirs 1950-1963. Winner of the Pulitzer
Prize for Biography and of the National Book Award for History and Biography in 1968,
this is the personal and professional record of one of America’s most distinguished
diplomats. An intimate and thought-provoking account of diplomatic history, it may be the
“single most valuable political book written by an American in the twentieth century.”
(The New Republic). “[A] remarkably candid, beautifully written and utterly fascinating
intellectual career autobiography of a distinguished diplomat and scholar... This is, in
short, major history, and here augmented by selections from the author’s journal and his
policy memorandums. It gives an intimate view of how policy, particularly that pertaining
to Soviet-American affairs, was fashioned, influenced, criticized and implemented...
through it all emerges the portrait of a brilliant man of keen observation, depth of
knowledge and strong opinion.” — Eliot Fremont-Smith, The New York Times “[A]
historically invaluable, often mercilessly candid ‘intellectual autobiography.’” — Murrey
Marder, The Washington Post “These memoirs are expertly written, often fascinating...
this is an important book, both as diplomatic history and as intellectual biography...
Kennan is perhaps the most impressive figure ever to have emerged from the shadowy
labyrinth of the American diplomatic establishment.” — Ronald Steel, The New York Review
of Books “From these pages there emerge both the sensitive, introspective, compassionate
human being and the sometimes frustrated diplomat. Ranging from his observations of the
German occupation of Prague to the genesis of the ‘X’ article in Foreign Affairs and the
problems of the postwar world, these vignettes from the author’s diaries are skillfully
linked into a consecutive story of lasting historical importance.” — John G. Stoessinger,
Foreign Affairs “[A] major contribution to the diplomatic history of our time.” — Dimitri
von Mohrenschildt, The Russian Review “This widely acclaimed volume — recipient of the
Pulitzer Prize and the National Book Award — can be read as the first installment in the
autobiography of an eminent historian; as the intellectual odyssey of a sensitive student
of international relations; as an instructive portrait of a professional diplomat,
alienated from society and impatient with domestic pressures; as a contribution to the
historiography of the cold war; and as a commentary on decision making in recent American
foreign policy. It is immensely useful in each area and, like all of Kennan’s works,
beautifully written.” — Richard W. Leopold, The American Historical Review “George
Kennan’s Memoirs: 1925-1950 may well become a standard by which future American
diplomatic autobiographies will be judged — a standard difficult to emulate... [an]
immensely interesting book... This biography paints a panorama of unusual personal
dimensions.” — Paul Seabury, Slavic Review “Kennan was an enormously healthy and
stimulating influence in our diplomatic establishment, and his Memoirs provide a
provocative analysis of the intellectual, political, and military thinking that went into
the evolution of our attitudes and policies for some twenty-five years.” — Smith Simpson,
The Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science “George Kennan, who
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already has a substantial reputation as a professional diplomat and Pulitzer Prizewinning historian, has now ensured his place in history with this volume of Memoirs.” —
Robert A. Divine, The Journal of Southern History “[Kennan’s] lucid, elegant, scrupulous,
even finicky account of his career is an excellent way to understand exactly how our
foreign policy is shaped and why it ought to be shaped differently. His ambition is to
alter the conduct of American foreign policy by influencing the climate of opinion and
thereby those who will formulate that policy.” — George P. Elliott, The Hudson Review
“[Kennan] focuses on essentials and illuminates them; in so doing his sense of the drama
of events merges with the drama of self. His literary style, genuine and full, carries
well the weight of complex considerations. His sense of responsibility in public service
— for the public good as he sees it — shines out truly and clearly. What a good man, what
an attractive man, what an instructive and elevating commentator!” — Herbert Feis, The
Virginia Quarterly Review “George Kennan’s lantern illuminates the world; it shines like
a beacon in an era of militarist adventure and ‘personalized’ foreign policy.” — Harrison
E. Salisbury, Saturday Review
The apparently accelerating arms race between the United States and the Soviet Union and
the precarious political conditions existing in many parts of the world have given rise
to new anxiety about the possibility of military confrontation between the superpowers.
Despite the fateful nature of the risk, we have little knowledge, as Jack S. Levy has
pointed out, "of the conditions, processes, and events which might combine to generate
such a calamity." No empirically confirmed theory of the causes of war exists, and the
hypotheses—often contradictory—that have been proposed remain untested. As a step toward
the formulation of a theory of the causes of war that can be tested against historical
experience, Levy has developed a unique data base that will serve as an invaluable
resource for students of international conflict in coming years. War in the Modern Great
Power System provides a much-needed perspective on the major wars of the past. In this
thorough and systematic study, Levy carefully defines the Great Power concept and
identifies the Great Powers and their international wars since the late fifteenth
century. The resulting compilation of war data is unique because of its five-century span
and its focus on a well-defined set of Great Powers. Turning to a quantitative analysis
of the characteristics, patterns, and trends in war, Levy demonstrates that although wars
between the Great Powers have become increasingly serious in every respect but duration
over the last five hundred years, their frequency has diminished. He rejects the popular
view that the twentieth century has been the most warlike on record, and he demonstrates
that it instead constitutes a return to the historical norm after the exceptionally
peaceful nineteenth century. Applying his data to the question whether war is
"contagious," he finds that the likelihood of war is indeed highest when another war is
under way, but that this contagious effect disappears after the first war is over.
Contrary to the popular "war-weariness" theory, he finds no evidence that war generates
an aversion to subsequent war. This study, extending the scientific analysis of war back
over five centuries of international history, constitutes a major contribution to our
knowledge of international conflict.
Suicide attacks on Israelis, bombings, assassinations, and bloodshed in Jerusalem, Gaza,
and the West Bank dominate the news from the Middle East. It is the most troubled region
on earth. At its heart is the conflict between Palestinians and Israelis - and the legacy
of six days of war in 1967. After the state of Israel emerged from war in 1948, both
sides knew more battles were coming. In June 1967, years of slow-burning tension
exploded. In six extraordinary days, Israel destroyed the armed forces of Egypt, Jordan,
and Syria. But far from bringing peace, as many Israelis hoped, their stunning victory
turned into a curse. From the initial battle order issued to the Israeli air force on
Monday June 5, 1967 to the final ceasefire on the evening of Saturday the 10th, the SixDay War was a riveting human drama. Building on his first-hand experience of the region
after his five years as the BBC's Middle East Correspondent, as well as extensive
original research, Jeremy Bowen presents a compelling new history of the conflict. Six
Days recreates day by day, hour by hour, the bullying and brinckmanship that led four
nations to war, interweaving testimonies of combatants from all sides in a seamless
narrative. A rigorous and original piece of modern history is as vivid as fiction, Six
Days not only sheds new light on one of the key conflicts of the twentieth century, it
explains much about the Middle East and the problems the region still faces today.
The Sleepwalkers
International Criminal Law
Russia and the West Under Lenin and Stalin
Eastern Europe since 1944
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Rural Europe from the 1930s to the 1950s
World War II Map by MapDK
George F. Kennan’s first volume of memoirs is Memoirs 1925-1950. In the second volume of his memoirs, George Kennan resumes the narrative of his
remarkable career, re-creating his development as a historian and analyzing the crucial issues of the twentieth century. “I don’t see how a memoir could be
better; even if you aren’t interested in the subject at hand, the language carries you along. And the story here told — with all action subject to the finest
Kennan introspection — is both important and absorbing... All of it is graced by the Kennan style; all is stamped with the Kennan foreign‐policy trademark
[which] consists of an ability to think clearly about complicated matters with an utter independence of mind. He draws on a superb stock of historical
knowledge... Most of the conclusions that George Kennan has reached over the years involve, in one way or another, the Soviet Union, and they emerge with
admirable clarity from this book... [Kennan is the] most brilliant and civilized of students of the public scene.” — John Kenneth Galbraith, The New York
Times “Delightfully written and appallingly frank... Mr. Kennan writes with a freedom and a sensitivity which carry the reader easily into a much deeper
understanding of the difficulties of foreign policy-making in a mass democracy of the American model.” — D.C. Watt, New Statesman “[An] engrossing
volume... this volume and its predecessor form one of the outstanding memoirs of our time.” — Richard W. Leopold, The American Historical Review
“[T]his second volume of his memoirs can be read with as much speed and pleasure as a novel... This book is frank, honest, and introspective, and it
therefore reveals a great deal about Kennan as a person... Kennan is obviously a complex, fascinating character — intelligent, proud, articulate, independentminded, dedicated to serving his country, concerned over the fate of the world, generous in giving of his time to others, and yet suffering the pangs of
frustration, loneliness, and alienation from his native land.” — Thomas T. Hammond, The Russian Review “As scholar and diplomatist, policymaker and
critic of policy, George F. Kennan possesses a rare combination of expertise and experience... This book is notable for its lucid style and for the verbal
portraits which it presents of such persons as Acheson, Dulles, Truman, Eisenhower, Stalin, and Tito... this volume ranks as an important contribution to our
understanding of American postwar foreign policy.” — Robert L. Pfaltzgraff, Jr., The Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science
“[T]here is much here worth any serious student’s time, indeed close attention... Kennan should and will be read” — Kirkus “Kennan writes so well it is no
doubt his intention that, though he shows himself plainly as a public figure, as a private person he remains elusive — a sort of Marquand character:
gentlemanly, conservative (in the best sense), urbane, direct and honest; yet to any but his friends very private. I’m glad. There are so few celebrated men who
refuse to become celebrities.” — Richard J. Walton, The Washington Post
Postwar
A Century of Crisis and Conflict in the International System
The European Powers in the First World War
Sino-Soviet Conflict, Report ... by the Subcommittee on the Far East and the Pacific ... Together with Hearings Held March 10-31, 1965
Strategic Analysis and the Management of Power
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